Thermarest Women’s Trail Lite Sleeping Pad

General Description
This self-inflating sleeping pad is perfect for women and cold sleepers, as its design keeps warmth in the hip, torso, and feet areas. Light and durable, this pad makes camping more comfortable.

Features
● Versatile and durable
● Self-inflating and easy to pack
● Provides extra warmth where women need it most

Specifications
● Fabric type: 75d Polyester
● R-Value: 4.9
● Weight: 1lbs 12oz
● Dimensions: 66” x 20” x 1.5”
● Packed dimensions: 6.1” x 11”
● Volume: 2080 in³

Instructions for Use/Setting Up
To inflate the sleeping pad, twist the black plastic valve to the left, allowing the pad to fill with air, then twist the valve to the right until it is tightly sealed. To inflate the sleeping pad beyond the level of self-inflation, twist the black plastic valve to the left, and blow into it until the pad fills with desired amount of air. To deflate the pad, open the valve and squeeze the pad until it is flat or at desired air level.
Reviews*
“It makes sleeping on dirt almost as comfortable as sleeping in a bed at home.”

*See http://hikinglady.com/reviews/essential-gear/thermarest-sleeping-pad/ for complete reviews

To Rent:
To rent this piece of equipment, please go to this webpage:
https://www.unlv.edu/campusrec/outdoor-adventures. Scroll to the bottom of the page, and fill out the reservation form. Fill the form out after it is downloaded, or it will not save your information. Email the completed reservation form to srwc.oa@unlv.edu.

Make sure to review the rental policies before signing the form. If you have questions about the rental policies or the equipment itself, please email us at srwc.oa@unlv.edu or call us at 702-774-7130.